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Abstract

Competitive games admit a wide variety of player strategies
and emergent, domain-specific concepts that are not obvious
from an examination of their rules. Expert agents trained on
these games demonstrate many useful strategies, but these are
difficult for human players to understand and adopt. Algo-
rithmically revealing these strategies could help players de-
velop a better model for making decisions that lead to vic-
tories. This paper presents a method for the automatic dis-
covery of player-oriented strategies for chess. We present a
formal model for chess strategies, inspired by documented
chess tactics, that uses first-order logic clauses for represen-
tation. Our system uses inductive logic programming to learn
human-interpretable strategies for playing chess in the form
of our tactic model. Given minimal background knowledge
and training data drawn from real games, our system is able to
learn tactics that generalize to a large number of positions. We
show that these tactics cover a large number of real-world po-
sitions and produce moves that outperform a random player.

Introduction
Recent advancements in reinforcement learning (RL) have
produced agents capable of competing with and even
outperforming the best human experts at various games
like chess (Silver et al. 2018), Go (Silver et al. 2016),
Shogi (Li et al. 2020), Mahjong (Silver et al. 2018), Star-
Craft II (Vinyals et al. 2019) and Dota 2 (Berner et al. 2019).
These agents do not simply take advantage of faster reaction
times and calculation abilities, but are actually employing
new, better strategies that lead to more victories (DeepMind
2019). Borrowing from Jeanette Wing’s definition of com-
putational thinking (Wing 2008), these agents appear to have
better abstractions than human experts for the games they’re
trained to play.

Despite the existence of such agents in various compet-
itive games, we still see human competition continue to
thrive, with these agents leading to new ways of thinking
and a re-evaluation of long-held beliefs about the game (Nel-
son 2019). These discoveries have, so far, involved man-
ual or engine-assisted analysis of the games played by the
agents (Sadler and Regan 2019; Zhou 2018). If these agents
could explain their strategies and decision-making to human
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players, we posit that it would help improve their (the human
players’) play.

Such chess-playing agents (chess engines) are used exten-
sively in game analysis (Smith 2004; Tukmakov 2020) and
tournament preparation (Andrei 2021). Expert chess play-
ers utilize engine move suggestions and evaluations to ana-
lyze new lines to play (PTI 2016). Most current engines use
a neural network-based model with many thousands of pa-
rameters trained using deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
in conjunction with a search algorithm to produce game
moves. Examples include Monte Carlo Tree Search in Al-
phaZero (Silver et al. 2016), Predictor+Upper Confidence
Bound tree search in Leela Chess Zero (Pascutto, Gian-Carlo
and Linscott, Gary 2019) or alpha-beta pruning in Stock-
fish 14 (Romstad, Costalba, and Kiiski 2021). However,
this is very different to how human chess players employ
pattern-recognition to produce moves (de Groot 1946; Con-
nors, Burns, and Campitelli 2011). Existing solutions to ex-
plaining chess moves use extensive domain knowledge (De-
codeChess 2022) or do not adequately explain individual
moves.

In this work, we present a model for a human-readable
chess strategy, inspired by documented chess tactics, for
playing chess. We also present a system that integrates a
modified inductive logic programming (ILP) engine with
novel metrics for learning these tactics. Our system can ex-
trapolate chess tactics from positions drawn from play traces
of human vs. human games. It requires no more domain
knowledge than the base rules of chess. We show that the
learned tactics generalize well to real-world chess positions
and produce moves that outperform a random player. We
discuss some limitations of our approach and conclude with
directions for future work.

Related Work
Strategy Synthesis A number of works attempt to learn
rule-based agents using evolutionary approaches to play
role-playing games like Neverwinter Nights (Spronck,
Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper, and Postma 2004), board games like
Checkers and Reversi (Benbassat and Sipper 2011), coop-
erative games like Hanabi (Canaan et al. 2018), platformers
like Mario (de Freitas, de Souza, and Bernardino 2018), and
real-time strategy games like µRTS (Mariño et al. 2021).
Partially-applicable strategies for puzzle games have been



learned using constraint satisfaction (Butler, Torlak, and
Popović 2017). Our model for chess tactics is learned us-
ing ILP, and incorporates domain knowledge of the concept
of a tactic in order to improve interpretability.

Chess Pattern Learning Chess has been called the
drosophilia1 of artificial intelligence (McCarthy 1990). It
has been a mainstay of AI research from the invention of the
digital computer (Claude 1950) to the neural network revo-
lution (Silver et al. 2018). Given the depth of experimenta-
tion with AI techniques for chess, it is not surprising that the
idea of using patterns to guide a computer to play chess is
not new. Patterns have been used to suggest moves and guide
playing strategies in middle-game positions (Berliner 1975;
Pitrat 1977; Wilkins 1979) and endgames (Huberman 1968;
Bramer 1977; Bratko 1982). Levinson and Snyder (1991)
used weighted patterns in their Morph system as an evalu-
ation function to guide playing strategy. Very recent work
has attempted to directly probe neural network engines to
test for the presence of human concepts (McGrath et al.
2021). Morales (1992) developed the PAL system to learn
first-order patterns in chess using ILP. We build upon this
work by taking advantage of modern chess engines to serve
as the reference evaluation function to select learned patterns
instead of hand-crafted heuristics.

Background
Chess Tactics
Tactics in chess are maneuvers that take advantage of short-
term opportunities (Seirawan 2005, Chapter 1). They are
a move or series of moves that bring about an immediate
advantage for the player. They are identified by motifs—
positional patterns that indicate whether a tactic might ex-
ist in the given position. An example of a tactic is the fork,
where a piece simultaneously attacks two opponent pieces
at once (see Figure 1).

Inductive Logic Programming
Inductive logic programming (ILP) is a form of symbolic
machine learning where the goal is to induce a hypothesis
(a set of logical rules) that generalises given training exam-
ples. It can learn human-readable hypotheses from smaller
amounts of data than neural network-based models (Crop-
per and Dumančić 2020).

An ILP problem is specified by three sets of Horn
clauses—

• B, the background knowledge,
• E+, the set of positive examples of the concept, and
• E−, the set of negative examples of the concept.

The ILP problem is to induce a hypothesis H ∈ H (an ap-
propriately chosen hypothesis space) that, in combination
with the background knowledge, entails all the positive ex-
amples and none of the negative examples. Formally, this

1fruit fly; easily bred and thus extensively used in genetics re-
search

2https://lichess.org/training/4pEpj

Figure 1: An example of a fork from a Lichess puzzle2. The
white knight on d5 simultaneously checks the opponent king
on f6 and attacks the rook on c7.

can be written as -
∀e ∈ E+, H ∪B |= e (i.e., H is complete)

∀e ∈ E−, H ∪B ̸|= e (i.e., H is consistent)
To make the ILP problem more concrete, we provide a toy

example.
E+ and E− contain positive and negative examples of

the target knight_move relation respectively. B contains
background knowledge i.e., clauses which might be useful
in inducing a hypothesis for knight_move.

E+ =


knight_move(d4,c6).
knight_move(d4,e6).
knight_move(d4,b5).
knight_move(d4,f5).


E− =


knight_move(d4,d5).
knight_move(d4,b6).
knight_move(d4,e1).
knight_move(d4,h7).


B =


l_move(d4,c6).
l_move(d4,e6).
l_move(d4,b5).
l_move(d4,f5).


From this information, we could induce a hypothesis for

knight_move as -

knight_move(From,To) : − l_move(From,To).

Popper
Popper is an ILP system that implements an approach called
learning from failures (Cropper and Morel 2021). It operates



in three stages: generate, test and constrain. Given an ILP
problem, it generates a candidate solution, tests it against ex-
amples in the training set, and formulates constraints based
on the outcome of failed examples to cut down the solu-
tion space. These three stages are repeated until a solution
is found. Popper also allows for specifying hypothesis bi-
ases to further constrain the solution space based on domain
knowledge of the problem being solved.

Popper uses two general types of constraints - gen-
eralization and specialization. Assume an ILP problem
⟨E+, E−, B⟩ and a generated hypothesis H . If H entails a
negative example, then H is too general and so we can prune
generalisations of it. Similarly, if H does not entail a positive
example, it is too specific, and we can prune specialisations
of it. The notions of the generalisation and specialisation of a
hypothesis are defined in terms of clausal subsumption, and
we refer readers to the original paper for formal definitions
of these terms. Popper supports providing a language bias
to influence the hypothesis space.

Methodology
In this section, we formalize the learning problem of strategy
synthesis for games, and describe the problem of learning
chess tactics as an instance of strategy synthesis for chess.
We describe our formal model for chess tactics using first-
order logic, and describe our method for learning them using
ILP. Finally, we describe the metrics that we use to measure
a tactic’s utility as part of our learning method.

Strategy Synthesis
Let us be given a game environment G modeled as a finite,
episodic Markov decision process ⟨S,A(s),P,R, γ⟩, where
—
• S is the finite set of legal game states reachable from the

start state s0,
• A(s) is the set of legal actions that can be taken in a state
s ∈ S,

• P is the state transition function that models the game’s
dynamics,

• R is the reward function describing the game’s win con-
ditions, and

• γ is a discount factor between [0, 1]

We define a strategy ς (sigma) for G at timestep t as a
probability distribution over the available actions in a state,
for a subset of states in the state space. The states for which
ς is defined are termed as the states for which the strategy
is applicable, and is given by the applicability function Aς :
S → {0, 1}.

ς(a|s) .
= P[At = a|St = s],∀s ∈ Aς , a ∈ A(s) (1)

The definition of a strategy in Equation 1 borrows from
the notion of a policy as used in RL (Sutton and Barto 2018)
as well as game-theoretic notions of a strategy (Boros et al.
2012). Intuitively, a strategy describes a pattern or feature of
a game state that comes up often in regular game play and
that tends to influence the actions taken in states with that
feature.

tactic(Position, From, To)←
feature_1(· · · ),
feature_2(· · · ),
...
feature_n(· · · )

Figure 2: Our tactic model expressed in Prolog pseudocode.
Every feature_i clause is a rule defined in the predicate
vocabulary.

Strategy Synthesis for Chess
Our strategy model for chess uses the concept of a chess tac-
tic. Formally, we define our strategy model for chess (here-
after referred to as a tactic) as a first-order logic rule ex-
pressed in Prolog using a particular predicate vocabulary. As
seen in Figure 2, the rule head of the tactic consists of the
variables Position, From and To. Position describes
the input state, also expressed in first-order logic using our
predicate vocabulary. From and To describe the output ac-
tion, namely, the move which begins from the square From
and ends on the square To. This replicates the long algebraic
notation for moves used in the Universal Chess Interface
(UCI) protocol, an open communication protocol allowing
chess engines to interact with user interfaces (Kahlen 2004).

If the tactic is provided as a query to the Prolog inter-
preter with a grounded instance of Position and non-
ground move variables, it will attempt to unify the latter
with ground moves (Sterling and Shapiro 1994). The vari-
able binding(s) (i.e., moves) it finds are treated as the action
distribution defined on the state, with every found move be-
ing equi-probable, and every other move accorded a proba-
bility of 0.

Our usage of first-order logic to model chess tactics is mo-
tivated by the following reasons —

1. Chess tactics are an important concept that human play-
ers use to think about chess (Szabo 1984) and are useful
in chess education (Gobet and Jansen 2006).

2. First-order logic has been extensively used to model
chess patterns (ref. Related Work).

3. Logic rules are commonly acknowledged to be inter-
pretable and have a long history of research (Zhang et al.
2021).

ILP for Tactic Learning
Given our tactic model being a first-order logic rule, we
model the problem of learning it as an ILP problem. We
use training examples drawn from real games played by hu-
mans online. Each training example is a ⟨position,move⟩
tuple, where position is the board state converted to first-
order logic using a hand-engineered predicate vocabulary,
and move is the move made in that position, also represented
in first-order logic. We define this predicate vocabulary in
the background knowledge, along with predicates represent-
ing the board state and relationships between squares. Our
choice of predicates is motivated by the ability to use them
to express tactics from chess literature, like the pin or the



fork. We also introduce a foreign predicate implemented ex-
ternally to represent a legal move. See Figure 3 for an ex-
pression of the fork tactic from chess literature in this model.
Our background knowledge design borrows from that of the
PAL system (Morales 1992). We refer readers to the Ap-
pendix for the complete list of predicates in our background
knowledge.

Given this formulation of the tactic-learning problem as
an ILP problem, we select Popper as the ILP system to learn
tactics with. Popper searches for the hypothesis that max-
imises the F1 score when evaluated against the examples.
However, we wish to learn multiple tactics that might not
cover the entire example set. Our proposed system supports
learning multiple tactics. We do so by modifying the gen-
erate and constrain stages of the Popper ILP system in the
following ways —

• generate: modified to only generate tactics that produce
legal moves

• constrain: prevent further specializations of a tactic that
does not match any position in the training set from being
generated

fork(Position,From,To)←
make_move(From, To, Position, NewPosition),
attacks(To, Square1, NewPosition),
attacks(To, Square2, NewPosition),
different_pos(Square1, Square2).

Figure 3: An interpretation of the fork tactic from the
chess literature using our predicate vocabulary. The first
attacks clause states that the piece at To attacks the op-
posing piece at Square1 in the current position.

Metrics
The tactics learned by our system are merely guaranteed to
match with at least one position in the training set. We need
additional signals that tell us how generally applicable a tac-
tic might be, and how useful the moves it produces are. To
do so, we introduce two metrics — coverage and divergence.

Coverage A tactic ς’s coverage for a set of positions P is
calculated as —

PA
.
= P ∩Aς (2)

Coverage(ς, P )
.
=
|PA|
|P |

(3)

Coverage is the fraction of positions in a given set to
which the tactic is applicable. If P is representative of po-
sitions encountered in games, coverage is a useful measure
of how likely it is that the tactic can be used to make moves
in games. A low coverage value indicates that the tactic is
situational, whereas a high coverage value indicates that the
tactic is general.

Divergence To measure the quality of moves suggested
by a tactic, we extend a metric previously used to anal-
yse world chess champions (Guid and Bratko 2006, 2011;
Romero 2019). A chess engine E usually provides a posi-
tion evaluation function vE(s). From this, we can obtain a
move evaluation function qE(s, a) as follows —

qE(s, a) =
∑
s′,r

P(s′, r|s, a)[r + vE(s
′)] (4)

= vE(s
′), s′ is non-terminal (5)

Equation 5 follows from 4 since rewards in chess are 0 for
non-terminal states, γ = 1, and chess rules are deterministic.
A chess engine could evaluate a position to be a ‘Mate in
X’ rather than a numerical score. In this case, we assign an
arbitrary large value to the evaluation.

Given two moves a1, a2 made in a position s, we can cal-
culate their difference dE(s, a1, a2) as —

dE(s, a1, a2)
.
=| qE(s, a1)− qE(s, a2) | (6)

We can now define the divergence of a tactic from a set
of examples P as the average difference between the moves
suggested by the tactic and the ground truth move —

DivergenceE(ς(·), P )
.
=

1

|PA|
∑

(s,a1)∈PA

∑
a2∈A(s)

ς(a2|s)dE(s, a1, a2) (7)

Divergence of a tactic from the ground truth is low and
close to 0 when its suggestions are similar in engine evalu-
ation to the ground truth moves, and takes on large values
when it differs significantly. Divergence is a useful metric to
measure how closely a tactic approximates a reference pol-
icy.

Evaluation
In this section, we describe the procedure used to evaluate
the tactics produced by our learning system. We describe
our testing and training datasets, how we generate the tactics
used for evaluation, and the metrics we use to measure the
performance of the learned tactics.

Dataset
To source our ⟨position,move⟩ training examples, we use a
collection of games played by human players on the Internet
chess server Lichess3. Specifically, we use the January 2013
archive of standard (played with regular chess rules) rated
(users stand to gain or lose rating points based on the out-
come) games played on the website (lichess.org 2021). The
archive consists of 121,332 games, with players of ELO rat-
ing 1601 ± 289 (new players start at 1500 (Lichess 2021)).
To generate N examples, we randomly sample N games
and select a single random position from that game, along
with the move made in that position. We select positions
beginning from move 12 (Guid and Bratko 2006; Romero

3https://lichess.org/



Figure 4: Divergence histogram for T evaluated using Maia-
1600

2019), and exclude games which did not end normally or
by time forfeit. Using this procedure, we generated a dataset
of 100 examples which were split into training/validation in
a 90:10 ratio. We found that using more training examples
did not produce new tactics since the hypothesis space was
exhausted. For testing, we use the February 2013 archive of
123,961 games and ELO rating 1595 ± 298 to generate 10
testing examples.

Training
Using the bias settings provided by Popper, we limit the size
of the learnable hypotheses to a maximum of one clause, five
variables and five body literals. Empirically, we find that this
strikes a good balance between learning time and quality of
learned tactics. We run our proposed method until no more
solutions are found. We obtain a list T of 837 tactics.

Performance Metrics
To measure the performance of our tactics on the test data,
we use the metrics of accuracy, the percentage of moves
suggested by a tactic that matches the move in the test data,
and coverage and divergence, which are defined in Equa-
tions 3 and 7 respectively. To provide the evaluation func-
tion for calculating divergence, we use the engines Maia-
1600 and Stockfish 14. The Maia-1600 engine has been
trained on games played by players of ELO rating between
[1600 − 1699] and has been shown to resemble human
moves (McIlroy-Young et al. 2020). Stockfish 14 is the win-
ner of the TCEC 2020 Championship (Haworth and Her-
nandez 2021) and is an extremely strong engine. We limit
the search depth of both engines to 1-ply to be comparable
to our tactic model. We report divergence using the unit of
centipawns (Cp), a widely accepted unit of measure used in
chess as a measure of advantage, and defined as 1/100 of a
pawn (Guid and Bratko 2017).

Results and Analysis
Based on the data obtained, we report the results for each
of accuracy, coverage and divergence as a histogram with

Figure 5: Divergence histogram for T evaluated using Stock-
fish 14

Figure 6: Coverage histogram for T

Figure 7: Accuracy histogram for T



20 buckets. Since we do not have a reference set of exist-
ing tactics expressed in our predicate vocabulary to compare
against, we choose to compare against the following base-
line tactics —
• random move tactic: makes a random legal move in a

given position, and is applicable to all positions
• ground move tactic: replicates the move made in the

ground truth example, and is applicable to all positions
• engine move tactic: makes the best move suggested by

an engine, and is applicable to all positions. We use two
engines - Stockfish 14 and Maia-1600.

From the coverage values in Figure 6, we see that all the
tactics learned by our system cover 30% - 60% of the test
set. We conclude that the tactics learned by our system are
moderately likely to be applicable to positions that arise in
real games.

From the accuracy histogram in Figure 7, we see the tac-
tics learned by our system are only marginally more accurate
at predicting moves in the test set than the random baseline.
Overall, the highest accuracy of a learned tactic in T is 42%
compared to the 10% accuracy of the random baseline.

From the divergence histogram for T calculated using
Maia-1600 (Figure 4), we see that Maia-1600 evaluates the
learned tactics as having greater divergence from ground
that the random baseline. However, from Figure 5, we see
that the stronger Stockfish 14 evaluates the same tactics as
having lower divergence from ground. We can conclude that
the learned tactics are better approximating Stockfish 14’s
policy as compared to Maia-1600’s policy.

Qualitative Analysis
We present three tactics learned by our system to further an-
alyze qualitatively.

f(Position,From,To)←
legal_move(From, To, Position),
attacks(From, Square1, Position),
behind(To, Square1, Square2, Position),
different_pos(Square1, Square2).

Figure 8: A learned tactic with low divergence from ground
as evaluated by Stockfish 14.

Lowest Divergence The tactic in Figure 8 was chosen
from those having the least divergence from ground as mea-
sured by Stockfish 14. It can be interpreted as follows -
if one of your pieces is attacking your opponent’s piece
(attacks(From, Square1, Position)), move it instead to
a square which puts it in line with two of your opponent’s
pieces (behind(To, Square1, Square2, Position)). To the
author’s knowledge, this does not represent an existing tac-
tical idea in chess.

Highest Accuracy The tactic in Figure 9 was chosen from
that having the highest accuracy. It can be interpreted as fol-
lows - if one of your pieces is attacking your opponent’s
piece (attacks(From, Square1, Position)), move it instead
to different square. This somewhat resembles the idea of a

f(Position,From,To)←
legal_move(From, To, Position),
attacks(From, Square1, Position),
different_pos(From, To),
different_pos(From, Square1).

Figure 9: A learned tactic with the highest accuracy.

tactical retreat in chess. It can be thought of as a more gen-
eral tactic than that in 8.

f(Position,From,To)←
legal_move(From, To, Position),
behind(From, To, Square1, Position),
behind(From, Square2, Square3, Position),
behind(From, Square3, Square2, Position),
behind(From, Square2, To, Position).

Figure 10: A learned tactic with meaningless variable
reshuffling.

Variable Reshuffling The tactic in Figure 10 represents
a possibility in the tactic hypothesis space that is merely a
permutation of the variables in the rule. It is difficult to in-
terpret this in terms of chess, and is very likely meaningless.
It points to opportunities to restrict the hypothesis space us-
ing language biases to prevent such tactics from being gen-
erated.

Discussion and Future Work
Since our system uses ILP as its learning method, it inher-
its many benefits and challenges associated with ILP. Our
learning system requires carefully selected language biases
in the form of background knowledge in order to learn effi-
ciently (Cropper and Dumančić 2020). Designing predicates
suitable to game-like domains will make searching for bet-
ter tactics more efficient. The learned tactics are also inter-
pretable (Muggleton et al. 2018), and can be added back into
the background knowledge to allow lifelong learning (Crop-
per and Tourret 2020). However, work needs to be done in
this area in the context of games.

Our tactics are able to beat a random baseline in produc-
ing moves similar to a beginner player. However, they still
have high divergence from player moves, have low accuracy
and do not suggest the same moves, indicating that they do
not yet adequately represent a human beginner player. Im-
proving the learning algorithm to penalize tactics which do
not match the ground truth moves could lead to better re-
sults.

Given that our tactics serve as an interpretable model of
human players, they could also be used to interpret chess
engines, and serve as a general technique for explainable AI.
However, further work is required to learn tactics of playing
strength comparable to top engines.

Conclusion
We have presented the problem of learning chess tactics in
the form of first-order logic rules from examples. We have



presented a learning method that uses ILP to learn these tac-
tics. We have evaluated this system and shown that the tac-
tics learned cover a large portion of the test set. Using the
metrics of divergence, we showed that they can approximate
a human beginner better than a random baseline. We dis-
cussed limitations of our method and concluded that while
it is promising, further work is required to learn tactics of
acceptable playing strength.
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Appendix
Background Knowledge Definitions
This appendix has the background knowledge definitions
used by our system.

• legal_move(From,To,Pos): Defines legal moves
of chess pieces. Dynamically added to the knowledge
base via an external script.

• square(Rank,File): Defines valid rank and file co-
ordinates of chess squares.

• to_coords(Name,Rank,File): Converts a square
Name to the corresponding rank and file coordinates.

• sq(Name): Defines valid square names.
• sameRow(X1,Y1,X2,Y2): The squares (X1, Y1) and
(X2, Y2) are on the same row.

• sameCol(X1,Y1,X2,Y2): The squares (X1, Y1) and
(X2, Y2) are on the same column.

• side(Side): Defines valid side names.
• other_side(Side, OtherSide): The sides Side

and OtherSide are opposites.
• piece(Piece): Defines valid piece names.
• sliding_piece(Piece): The piece Piece moves in

a straight line.
• contents(Side,Piece,X,Y): The piece of type

Piece and colour Side is located at the board coordinates
(X,Y ).

• move(FromX,FromY,ToX,ToY): Defines the move
of the piece located at (FromX,FromY) to (ToX,ToY).

• position(Pos): Defines a valid position.
• turn(Side,Pos): Asserts that it is Side’s turn in the

position Pos.
• kingside_castle(Side, Pos): Asserts that Side

can castle king-side in the position Pos.
• queenside_castle(Side, Pos): Asserts that

Side can castle queen-side in the position Pos.
• attacks(From,To,Pos): The piece at square From

attacks the opposing piece at To in the position Pos.
• different_pos(S1, S2): The squares S1 and S2

are different.
• piece_at(S,Pos,Side,Piece): Asserts that the

piece Piece of colour Side exists at square S in the posi-
tion Pos.



• behind(Front,Middle,Back,Pos): The piece
on the square Front is in line with the the pieces on
squares Middle and Back.

• make_move(From,To,Pos,NewPos): Performs
the actual movement of a piece changing the state
description.


